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Just in case you haven't seen the warning signs posted in the Center 
or heard the news in some other way • • • we plan to use part of the Christ-
mas vacation to completely revise the layout of the IBM 360 components 
in the computer room. 
WE EXPECT THE COMPUTER SYSTEM TO BE DOWN 
FROM 0700, 19 DECEMBER UNTIL 0800 1 2 JANUARY, 1975 
(, 
f' • . 
Some of the physical changes we've been saving up for a long time; 
others are needed to attach the new disk storage units already on-board 
and the tape units expected in Quarter III. The principal move is the 
rotation of the CPU-core nucleus through 90° with the operators' consoles 
facing the terminal room. To keep the cost to a minimum we will be re-
routing existing cables and power lines in the underfloor space. All of 
the electrical and other preparatory work that could be done without dis-
turbing the IBM 360 has been completed, 
We ask that all users, particularly thesis students and faculty 
members, consider this scheduled shut-down when planning the remainder of 
their Quarter II computing runs. The 19th of December is the Thursday of 
Examination Week and the day after the Quarter II graduation ceremony. 
The deadline for submission of theses is Monday, 16 December. 
If any user anticipates real difficulty in completing planned compu-
ter projects on time, please contact either Dave Norman (Mgr., Operations, 
In-106, ext. 2641 or 2721) or Roger Hilleary (Mgr., User Services, In-133, 
ext. 2752). To handle the last minute rush, we'll continue 3-shift opera-
tions up to the time we disconnect the system. 
DUAL-PROCESSING OS/MVT IS HERE! 
For the past several weeks Bill Ehrman of our Systems Programming Staff 
has been working on holidays and in the wee hours of the morning to imple-
ment a dual-CPU version of OS/MVT on our IBM 360/67. It has proved reliable 
over many hours of operational testing and will normally be running when-
ever CP/CMS (time-sharing) is not on-the-air. 
In the duplex mode the second CPU operates independently of thP first 
CPU in an BK-byte region of core storage and repeatedly scans the queue of 
OS jobs for one .that is able to be run but is not active on the first CPU. 
When a suitable job is found, it is marked so that the main CPU will not 
run it and it is then run by the second CPU. When the job on the second 
CPU needs a system service such as input/output, its CPU timer and present 
status are updated and the first CPU performs the system service. The 
second CPU then looks for another job to run. The actions of the second 
CPU will be transparent to users, and under conditions of heavy CPU load-
ing, two jobs will be running in parallel. 
To simplify the initial design we have imposed two restrictions for a 
job's eligibility to run on the second CPU. The job should not use self 
timing or non-sequential input/output as in ISAM or BDAM. Such jobs will 
still run normally but will never be run by the second CPU. Users can 
help overall system throughput by avoiding unnecessary use of such fea-








Briefly, CPU 02 scans for jobs which (1) are in problem state, 
(2) are not already running on CPU 01, or (3) have had their status 
changed since the last time they ran on CPU 02. 
Design and implementation of this extension of OS/MVT was largely 
a solo effort of Bill Ehrman, Systems Programming Group. His excellent 
work will greatly increase the power of the School's batch-processing 
system to the benefit of all users. 
ADVANCE NOTICE - NEW EDITION OF IMSL 
Edition 4 of the International Mathematical and Statistical Library 
(IMSL) has arrived. It will replace Edition 3 at the School on 18 December 
unless unforeseen difficulties arise in the installation process . Eleven 
routines in Edition 3 will be deleted. They will be replaced by superior 
routines with different names. The routines that will disappear are: 
DRMBIU - Gram-Romberg Integration 
EJACOS - Eigenvalues/Vectors. Symmetric Matrix 
EQRHSF - Eigenvalues, Real Upper Hessenberg Matrix 
EQRH2F - Eigenvalues/Vectors, Real Upper Hessenberg Matrix 
GGBET - Generate Beta (P,Q) Variate 
GGCS - Generate CHI-Squared Deviate 
NRWRS - Wilcoxon's Rank-Sum Test 
USGRAF - Digital Pen Plot 
UTEJAC - Test Program for EJACOS 
UTGNOR - Test Program for GGNOR 
UTRBYC - Test Program for CTRBYC 
Anyone presently using one of the above programs should consider 
whether or not to obtain a copy of the source program before it is deleted. 
Directions are given in the introduction to the IMSL Directory which can 
be obtained by µsing the LIBDIR cataloged procedure. Also, copies are 
posted in In-146 and In-162. 
The next Newsletter will provide further information on Edition 4. 
COMPARING FORTRAN VERSIONS 
A recent addition to the Center's Library (In-162) is designed to 
assist users who have problems in transporting Fortran programs from one 
computer to another. Report 01113, by W.R. Garner, Jr., is titled "Char-
acteristics of Fortran". It presents the differences among Fortran 
implementations for the CDC 6000 Series, IBM System/360, Univac 1108 and 
Honeywell Series 32. A second copy is available for reference in the 
Progranuning Consultant's Room, In-146. 
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USERS MANUAL UPDATE: TIME- SHARING 
A completely revised version of Chapter 4, "Using the CP/CMS Time 
Sharing System," was distributed in October to all registered holders 
of the User's Manual. This package was labelled "Update H". If you 
did not receive your copy, please ask for one at . the Information Ser-
vices Office, In-147. 
The final update of the present cycle should also be available by 
the time this Newsletter appears. It is designated "I" and contains a 
new Table of Contents, Index, etc. We occasionally hear that updating 
the Manual is too time-consuming a task for a few of our users. If you 
fall into that category, we invite you to bring your old, obsolete man-
ual to In-147. You can trade it for an up-to-date copy. 
FLOATING-POINT PITFALLS 
(The following item has appeared in various university newsletters, 
including most recently that of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center.) 
Consider the following Fortran program: 
20 
N = .14 * 50 
M = 14 * .50 
K = N + 1 
IF (K .EQ. M) PRINT 20 
FORMAT ( 1 SPOOKY') 
STOP 
END 
When executed, the program indeed prints the word "SPOOKY". Math-
ematically (in the world of real numbers), the value assigned to Mand N 
should be the same, namely 7.0. But, in the world of hexadecimal floating-
point numbers (which onl~ approximate real numbers), the real value 0.14 
cannot be represented precisely and in System/360 short floating-point form 
has the value 0.13999998569 ••• When this number is multiplied by 50, the 
result is slightly smaller than 7.0. and when truncated (on assignment to N) 
yields the value 6. By contrast, the real number 0,50 has an exact hexa-
decimal representation, so that no truncation occurs when it is multiplied 
by 50. 
Users interested in exploring this subject further can consult a recent 
addition to the Center's Library, viz. "Floating-Point Computation" by 
Pat H. Sterbenz, Prentice-Hall Inc,, 1974. 
NOTES FROM INFORMATION SERVICES OFFICE 
1. Suggestion Box 
If you have any comments or constructive suggestions to improve the 
services provided by the Center, please submit them via the box provided 
in In-140 (output area). Answers to questions submitted will be posted on 








2. Checking Out? 
If you are leaving the School in December and have a User's Manual 
please return it to In-147 before you go. Also, we appreciate the 
opportunity to eliminate redundant user and project numbers from the 
accounting system, 
NEW WATBOL COMPILER 
A new WATBOL compiler and its associated WATBOL COBLIB version 1 
level 2 (VlL2) was installed on 30 October. The major change is in 
improved error diagnostics both at compile time and at run time. A 
listing of the errors is posted in the Consultant's Room, In-146. 
Another copy is posted in the Users' Prep Room, In-148. 
Instructors using WATBOL for teaching COBOL may be interested in 
the new COPY statement. A beginning student's program can now contain 
a COPY statement that will bring in a section of source statements which 
the instructor has previously coded and placed in a COPYLIB. Instruc-
tors may also be interested in the file protection feature which will 
set up a read-only file for class use. 
ADDITION TO SUBROUTINE LIBRARY 
E2-NORSLQ Orthogonal Distance Least Squares Line Fitting 
This routine fits a straight line to (X,Y) data. The line is chosen 
to minimize the sum of the squares of the orthogonal (perpendicular) 
distances between the observed points and the line. It would be particu-
larly applicable to fitting data where both X and Y are subject to 
experimental error. 
ANOTHER PAPER-SAVING IDEA 
Recently we've noti~ed many students repeating QUICK.RUN runs for 
class projects just to get their output to start at the top of a page. 
(Two page ejects are necessary along with the S=N option on the QUICK.RUN 
job card.) 
In most beginning exercises, output cosmetics are of secondary impor-
tance; it's the results that count, Even when the format is important it 
may not matter where the output begins on a page. Ask your professor for 
guidance on any particular class assignment. 
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Q!?/MVT UTILIZATION DURING SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER, 1974 
1. General 
September 
21,754 Total number of OS Jobs run 
QUICKRUN Jobs 6,966 (32.0%) 
Weekly Totals 
WEEK 1 2 3 
JOBS RUN: September 5131* 7389 6457 
October 2279 4158 4054* 










2. Percentage of Computer Resources Used by Different User Groups 




Group (% Total) Jobs Run CPU Time Printed Cards Read 
.i 
; Month: s 0 s I Is s 0 l 0 s 0 0 ' 
Student 83.8 79 . 9 82.0 79.3 64.3 72 . 2 72 . 5 68.0 ri4.3 68.4 
, Faculty 9.1 10. 9 8.8 9.7 31.3 17.3 16.8 13.7 ~1.2 19.1 
. Staff 5.3 6.6 7.2 8.0 3.3 5.8 8,9 11.9 ~0.2 8.7 
c External 1.8 2.6 2.0 3.0 1.1 4.7 1.8 6.4 4.3 3.8 
• 
3. Utilization by Programming System: (%of total jobs, % of total CPU time) 
Sep tember: FORTRAN G (46,1%, 36.8%), WATFOR G (11,8, 0,0), ALGOLW (3.4, 0.3), 
LISP (2.5, 0.1), SPSS (2.4, 0.3), COBOL (2.3, 0.4) 
fORTRAN H (1.2, 18.6) 
October: FORTRAN G. (39.0%, 31,0%), WATFOR G (15.7, 0.1), ALGOLW (5.4, 0.0), 
ASSIST (3.2, 0.0), SPSS (2.8, 0.3), DSL (2.5, 5.2) 
FORTRAN H (1,6, 9.2) 
4. Distribution of Jobs by Class (% of total jobs) 
Job Class 
Month A B c D E F G H I J K M Q Non-Q 
September 8.7 12.8 7.9 12.1 8.4 5.0 4.0 1. 7 0.7 2.3 0 . 9 3.7 32.0 68.0 
















5. Turnaround Time (mins.) by Job Size for September and October 
Turnaround Time (Mins.) 













Jobs Average Median 
0 s 0 s 0 
12,892 29 20 5 5 
2,959 37 58 10 12 
1,546 140 138 14 17 
587 397 110 95 19 
27 392 444 183 360 
73 603 464 429 318 
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The Influence of Machine Organization on 
Algoritluns 
Computer Abuse 
Modelling of Parallel Systems 
Conference of IBM 360 Data Systems 
Coordinating/Participating Activities 
(DSCAs/DSPAs) 
Characteristics of Fortran 
Defense Science Board Task Force 
on Test & Evaluation 
Implicit Function Theorems for Optimi-
zation Problems and for Systems of 
Inequalities 
Partitioned-Data-Set Utility Routines 
for the Control Data CDC-6700 Computer 
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Job Control Languages: Past, Present, Future 
Analysis of Algorithm Implementations 
A Review and Assessment of the Ship II Simulation Model 
Measurement and Modeling of Program Behavior and its Application 
Solution of Linear Systems of Equations 
A Second Order Runge-Kutta Integration Subroutine that Uses 
a Different Step-Size for Each Variable 
Statistics and the Environment 
Prototype Ring Interface for the Naval Postgraduate School 
Data Communications Ring 
Issues Involved in Implementing a Data Processing System 
on a Minicomputer 
Bibliography of Data Compaction and Data Compression Literature 
with Abstracts 
Collection of Algorithms for the Integration of Ordinary 
Differential Equations on a Digital Computer 
r-rhe-"N-;ilit~~-;·1~ -~itten by members of the staff·~ · ;,--;~ ~h:~ch ~o;:~er . , 
! Center (Code 0211), Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California 93940. I 
Requests for further information or suggestions on articles for the Newsletter 
may be addressed to the User Services Manager, Code 0211, (In-133). Telephone: J 
X2752 (or 2573 and leave message). 
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